BIG IDEAS FOR IMPROVING THE LIVES OF MISSISSIPPIANS

2018 Mississippi IDeA Conference

July 27th, 2018 @ The Westin Jackson, Jackson, MS
Register for free at msinbre.org/msidea2018
Submit your abstract by May 25th

SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS

• Obesity & Cardiometabolic Diseases
• Cancer
• Neuroscience
• Infectious Diseases/Immunology
• Community Health & Health Care Disparities
• Integrating Omics Technologies & General Biomedical Sciences

LOCAL ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
Jami Lott, Mary Ann McRaney, and Dr. Mohamed Elasri

SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

Mohamed Elasri, Ph.D.
Mississippi INBRE Director,
Enhancing Biomedical Research Capacity in Mississippi, The University of Southern Mississippi

John Hall, Ph.D.
COBRE Director,
Cardiovascular & Metabolic Disease Research Center, University of Mississippi Medical Center

Soumyajit Majumdar, Ph.D.
COBRE Director,
Natural Products Neuroscience, University of Mississippi

Stephen Pruett, Ph.D.
COBRE Director,
Pathogen-host Interactions, Mississippi State University

Jane Reckelhoff, Ph.D.
COBRE Director,
Centenarian Research Program, University of Mississippi Medical Center

James Wilson, M.D.
CTA Director,
Mississippi Center for Clinical and Translational Research, University of Mississippi Medical Center

For more information please call 601-266-5611
or email ideaconference@msinbre.org
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